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ABSTRACT
How to accurately and efficiently label data on a mobile device is critical for the success of training machine
learning models on mobile devices. Auto-labeling data on mobile devices is challenging, because data is usually
incrementally generated and there is possibility of having unknown labels. Furthermore, the rich hardware
heterogeneity on mobile devices creates challenges on efficiently executing auto-labeling workloads.
In this paper, we introduce Flame, an auto-labeling system that can label non-stationary data with unknown labels.
Flame includes a runtime system that efficiently schedules and executes auto-labeling workloads on heterogeneous
mobile processors. Evaluating Flame with eight datasets on a smartphone, we demonstrate that Flame enables
auto-labeling with high labeling accuracy and high performance.
1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) has been increasingly utilized in
mobile devices (e.g., face and voice recognition and smart
keyboard). However, many ML applications running on
mobile devices (such as smartphone and smart home hub)
mainly focus on ML inference not ML training. Recently,
training ML models on mobile devices attract attentions
because of the concerns on data privacy, security, network
bandwidth, and availability of public cloud for model train-
ing (Eom et al., 2015; Konecˇny` et al., 2016). Training ML
models leverages data generated locally in mobile devices
without uploading data to any public domain. However, data
generated on local mobile devices usually does not have la-
bels, causing difficulty for training ML models (especially
supervised ML models). For example, the user uses a smart-
phone to take pictures. Those pictures are seldom labeled,
and are difficult to be used to train ML models. How to
accurately and efficiently label data on a mobile device is
critical for the success of training ML models on the mobile
device.
Using automatic labeling is a solution to address the above
problem. Studies of automatic labeling in the past decade
have been focusing on data stored on servers (Varma & Re´,
2018a; Ratner et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Haas et al.,
2015). Such data usually has a fixed size, and labels are
pre-determined and fixed. However, the data generated on a
mobile device have different characteristics, compared with
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the data located on a server. In particular, on a mobile device,
data is incrementally added. For example, pictures are added
into a smartphone on a daily base, as the user takes pictures
from time to time. Also, as data is dynamically generated,
some new labels may appear. However, most of the existing
methods cannot recognize new labels.
Besides distinguished data characteristics, auto-labeling on
mobile devices face a challenge on hardware heterogene-
ity on mobile devices. Mobile devices are often equipped
with mobile processors with rich heterogeneity for high en-
ergy efficiency and performance (Wu et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019b). For example, Samsung S9, a mobile device we
study in this paper, has two types of CPU cores and a mo-
bile GPU. Scheduling computation becomes complicated as
we have hardware heterogeneity, because we must decide
where to run computation and how to control thread-level
parallelism for short execution time and low energy con-
sumption. Leveraging heterogeneous mobile processors to
efficiently execute the auto-labeling workload is a key to
enable feasible auto-labeling on mobile devices.
In this paper, we introduce an auto-labeling system, Flame,
in order to address the above challenges. Flame is par-
ticularly designed for mobile devices with heterogeneous
mobile processors. Flame is featured with self-adaptiveness
to handle incrementally generated data with unknown labels.
In particular, Flame uses a cluster based technique to gather
and detect data that belongs to the same class but with new
features. Flame then creates and assigns new labels without
using the existing labels.
Furthermore, Flame is featured with a hardware
heterogeneity-aware runtime system. To efficiently sched-
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ule computation kernels, the runtime system profiles per-
formance of kernels on different computing units, based on
high predictability of the auto-labeling workload. Using
the profiling results, the runtime system performs kernel
scheduling based on a set of greedy heuristic policies. To ef-
ficiently run individual kernels, the runtime system chooses
optimal number of threads (i.e., thread-level concurrency
control) and divides the kernel computation between het-
erogeneous mobile processors, using a couple of analytical
performance models.
We summarize our contributions as follows.
• We propose a self-adaptive auto-labeling system to as-
sign labels for data on mobile devices. To our best
knowledge, this is the first auto-labeling system focus-
ing on the data labeling problem on mobile devices.
• We present a new labeling algorithm to process dynam-
ically generated data (i.e., non-stationary data) with
unknown labels.
• We introduce a runtime system to efficiently lever-
age heterogeneous mobile processors for auto-labeling.
We evaluate our system on a smartphone, and demon-
strate high labeling quality and high performance with
Flame.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Auto-labeling and Preliminaries
An important problem in ML is how to automatically label
a relatively large quantity of unlabeled data with little la-
beled data (Mei et al., 2007; Mao et al., 2012; Dube et al.,
2019). When the user gets a new mobile device, there is
usually a limited number of labeled data. The goal of our
auto-labeling system is to label gradually increasing unla-
beled data. An existing solution to address the traditional
auto-labeling problem on servers is called co-training (Qiao
et al., 2018). In this solution, the label of each data can
be determined with two conditionally independent labeling
functions by utilizing both labeled and unlabeled data. An-
other existing solution on servers uses the boosting method
(Varma & Re´, 2018a), which constructs and combines many
“weak” classifiers into a “strong” one. However, for the auto-
labeling problem on mobile device, co-training is difficult
to derive precise classifiers, because of the insufficiency of
labeled data; The boosting method cannot work either, be-
cause it assumes a fixed number of labels, and hence cannot
label an unfixed number of labels. In our paper, we com-
bine the co-training and boosting methods to deal with the
auto-labeling problem on mobile devices.
We define several terms used in the paper as follows. The
prototype indicates an average or best exemplar of a category
(label), which could represent the instances of an entire
category. A prototype is usually denoted as a tuple p, each
element in the tuple represents some important patterns and
characteristics of the category.
The heuristic function in our paper is an union of several
prototypes, denoted as p1 ∪ p2 ∪ ... ∪ pt, where t is the
number of prototypes contained by the heuristic function.
Updating each heuristic function is through updating its pro-
totypes. The process for maintaining the optimal prototypes
for a category is called prototype learning. In our study,
prototypes are learned through optimizing a self-defined ob-
ject function. We combine the prototype learning with the
boosting method for auto-labeling, which generates more
discriminating and robust results.
2.2 Heterogeneous Mobile Processors
The System on Chips (SoCs) in mobile devices increasingly
employs heterogeneous mobile processors, such as CPU,
GPU, DSP, and NPU. Samsung S9, a mobile device we used
for study, uses Qualcomm 845 SoC, which includes a 4-core
fast CPU, a 4-core slow CPU, and an Adreno 630 mobile
GPU. The fast and slow CPU cores are different in terms
of frequency, cache hierarchy, instruction scheduling and
energy efficiency. The mobile GPU is particularly efficient
for processing data-intensive tasks.
Figure 1 gives an overview of Flame, including the algo-
rithm design described in Section 3 and system design de-
scribed in Section 4. The circled numbers in Figure 1 depicts
the whole workflow, which are described in the following
two sections.
3 MODEL DESIGN
In this section, we describe the auto-labeling algorithm de-
sign for Flame. As shown in the left part of Figure 1, the
algorithm design includes three components: a heuristic
function generator to generate a number of heuristic func-
tions for assigning labels, a self-adaptive mechanism for
updating the heuristic functions and detecting whether an
unknown label appears, and a labeling aggregator for com-
bining and verifying the confidence of label assignments.
We describe the three components and input/output of Flame
as follows.
3.1 Input and Output Data
Input Data. The input data of Flame is a small number
of data with labels and a large number of data without la-
bels. Each data is defined by its primitives. In many of
our labeling use cases, the primitives can be viewed as the
basic features associated with the corresponding data. For
instance, in the use case of labeling, primitives can be color,
size, shape, etc. In our work, we want to label the data in
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Figure 1. Overview of the Flame system.
an automatic way, so we extract the features of the images
as the primitives in our auto-labeling algorithm. Given a
labeled dataset DL = {xi, yi}NLi=1, where xi ∈ Rd is the
primitives of the data i and yi ∈ Y = {1, 2, ..., C} is the
associated true label, Rd represents a d dimensional space
for data and C is the total number of labels in Y . The
non-stationary unlabeled dataset DU = {xt}NUt=1, where
xt ∈ Rd and NU ∈ [0,∞) represents the number of the
unlabeled data. In our setting NU can be very large as the
new data is dynamically generated.
Output Data. The output of Flame is the confidence of a
label yi ∈ Y ′ = {1, 2, ..., C, ..., C ′} for data i in the unla-
beled dataset DU (Y i is the set of result labels including old
labels and detected new labels). Here, C
′ ≥ C, which indi-
cates that some new labels that are not in Y may appear in
Y
′
, as new data is incrementally generated. The confidence
value is calculated through an ensemble method in Flame,
discussed in Section 3.4.
3.2 Heuristic Functions Generation
Existing studies (Ratner et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018) on
heuristic function generation for auto-labeling have demon-
strated the success of using machine learning models (e.g.,
Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, K-Nearest Neighbor)
as the heuristic functions. However, these methods can be
costly because of two reasons. (1) A large number of heuris-
tic functions are generated, which bring high computation
overhead during the labeling, especially on mobile devices
with limited computation resources; (2) Each heuristic func-
tion has parameters. Updating parameters from all heuristic
functions demands large amount of computation. Therefore,
we design a heuristic function generation method to address
the above problems, while being cognizant of computational
and memory accessing efficiency required for Flame.
Each heuristic function works well for a part of data in the
primitive space. We expect that the heuristics in the system
together have high data coverage. The larger the coverage is,
the higher the labeling cost could be reduced. In Flame, we
use a clustering algorithm to determine the boundary of each
heuristic function, because of the flexibility of the clustering
algorithm. In particular, each heuristic function consists
of several clusters generated through an impurity based
K-means algorithm based on the initial limited number of
labeled data points DL = {xi, yi}NLi=1. A cluster is pure if it
contains labeled data points from only one class (along with
some unlabeled data). Once the clusters are created, the
raw data points are discarded to save memory space. The
discarded data points in a cluster are replaced by a prototype
of the cluster. A prototype of a cluster is a tuple denoted by
p =< c, r, µ, s, f¯ >, where c is the centroid of the cluster,
r represents the radius which is the distance between the
centroid and the farthest data point in the cluster, µ is the
mean distance between each data point and the centroid
in the cluster, s is the total number of data points in the
cluster, and f¯ is a vector recording the number of data points
belonging to different labels (referred as frequencies in the
rest of the paper). For example, f¯ = (f1, f2, ..., ft), where
each element fi in f¯ is the frequency of the corresponding
label yi assigned to the existing data. Each heuristic function
h is a collection of K prototypes, h = {p1, ..., pk}.
When building the heuristic functions using the impurity
K-means algorithm, the objective is to minimize the disper-
sion and impurity of data points contained in each prototype.
Thus, the objective function for building the heuristic func-
tion is formulated as follows.
Loss(h) = Loss(K−means)+λ∗Loss(Impurity) (1)
In Equation 1, Loss(K − means) is the loss value
caused by the dispersion of data points contained in
each prototype. Loss(K − means) is calculated with∑K
i=1
∑
x∈Dpi ‖x− µi‖
2, where K is the total number of
prototypes in h and Dpi is the set of all data points in the
prototype pi. In Equation 1, Loss(Impurity) is the loss
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value caused by the impurity of data points in each pro-
totype, and λ is a hyper-parameter controlling the impor-
tance of Loss(Impurity). Loss(Impurity) is calculated
as follows: Loss(Impurity) = Label diverse∗Entropy,
where Label diverse quantifies labeling diversity in a pro-
totype and Entropy is the entropy value of data points
in the prototype. A small Label diverse leads to small
impurity. Label diverse is calculated based on each data
point’s labeling dissimilarity in the prototype (particularly,
Label diverse =
∑
x∈Dp LD(x, y), where LD(x,y) of a
data x in the prototype with the label y is the total num-
ber of labeled points in the prototype that should have
labels other than y. LD(x, y) = 0, if a data point is
unlabeled; Otherwise, LD(x, y) = |L − L`|, when the
data point x is labeled and its label y = `, where L and
L` are the sets of all labeled data points and labeled data
points with the label ` in the prototype, respectively. Thus,
Label diverse can be written as
∑
x∈Dp |L− L`|. Further-
more, Entropy =
∑C′
`=1(−p` ∗ log(p`)), where p` is the
probability of labeling ` (p` =
|L`|
|L| ).
Based on the above discussion, the loss function can be
re-formulated as follows.
Loss(h)=
K∑
i=1
∑
x∈Dpi
‖x− µi‖2 +
K∑
i=1
λi ∗
∑
x∈Dpi
|Li − Li(`)|
∗
C
′∑
`=1
(−|Li(`)||Li| ∗ log(
|Li(`)|
|Li| )) (2)
Minimizing Loss(h) can get the optimal prototypes for
each heuristic function. Each prototype corresponds to a
“hypersphere” in the primitive space with a centroid and
radius. The coverage of a heuristic function hi is the union
of the hyperspheres encompassed by all prototypes in hi.
The coverage boundary of the heuristic function pool is the
union of coverage of all heuristic functions hi ∈ H . If
a data point x is inside the coverage boundary of H , it is
labeled using each hi ∈ H, i ∈ 1...t as follows. Let pj is
the prototype of hi whose centroid is the closest to x. In the
prototype pj , assume fmax is the highest frequency value in
the frequency vector f¯ , then fmax’s corresponding label y
will be assigned to the unlabeled data point x. Each hi ∈ H
maintains an assigned label and this label’s confidence value
for data point x. Finally, the label for the data point x is
determined by taking the majority vote among all heuristic
functions.
3.3 Labeling Heuristics Self-adaptation
Many automatic labeling methods (Dunnmon et al., 2019;
Ratner et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; Varma et al., 2019)
assume that the number of possible labels associated with
data points is known and fixed. However, in some cases,
this is not true. Data points belonging to unknown labels
may appear as the dataset dynamically increases.
In Flame, if a data point x is outside of the coverage bound-
ary of H , x is regarded as a data point with an unknown
label and stored in a buffer B. This buffer is periodically
checked to observe whether there are enough data points in
the buffer with the same new label. We use a distance based
method called q-Neighborhood Silhouette Coefficient (Ma-
sud et al., 2010), shorted as q-NSC to address the problem
about detecting new labels. q is a predefined parameter. q-
NSC considers both cohesion and separation of data points
located in the primitive space, and yields a value in [−1, 1].
A positive q-NSC value of the data point x indicates that x
is close to other q data points in the buffer B. This means
that these q data points together may have the same potential
unknown label.
Because of the dynamic characteristic of the dataset and
the requirement of continuous updating prototypes for ex-
isting heuristic functions, Flame must have an ability to
adapt to the changes over the non-stationary dataset without
increasing memory footprint and computing overhead. We
introduce a mechanism to incrementally incorporate new
label information from data points in the buffer B to the
existing heuristic functions without loosing discriminatory
characteristics. Moreover, to limit the memory usage, we
set the maximum number of prototypes across all heuristic
functions to be M .
Algorithm 1 depicts the mechanism, including self-
adaptation of heuristic functions and corresponding up-
dates on prototypes. Flame periodically checks the buffer
B and requests checking on potential new label. After a
new label is found, Flame removes data points from B that
belong to the new label. Next, Flame uses B to collect
new data points with potential new labels. At last, Flame
builds new prototypes for each new label detected, and up-
dates the parameters of heuristic functions. Each prototype
p =< c, r, µ, s, f¯ > is a tuple occupies limited storage
space and Flame also constrains the maximum number of
prototypes in each heuristic function, therefore, Flame limits
memory usage and computation cost.
3.4 Labeling Confidence Aggregator
After a heuristic function hi is built, hi use a metric to
quantify its confidence for labeling any data point x ∈ DU .
This metric, named as Confi, is defined as follows.
Confi = (r(pik)− dik(x))× |fik(`max)||fik| (3)
Where pik is the prototype closest to the data point x in the
heuristic function hi, r(pik) is the radius of pik, and dik(x)
is the distance between x and pik, |fik(`max)| is the highest
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Figure 2. Overview of the runtime system design in Flame.
label frequency in fik, and |fik| is the sum of all frequencies
in pik.
In Equation 3, if dik(x) is small, which means that x is
close to the centroid of pik, then (r(pik)− dik(x)) is large
which leads to a high confidence of labeling. In addition, a
large fik(`max), which means high purity of the prototype
pik, also lead to a high confidence of labeling. Hence, the
metric Confi considers the impact of both distance and
purity, here, purity is calculated by |fik(`max)||fik| .
Flame calculates the confidence value Confi for each hi in
H . These confidence value are then normalized between 0
and 1, and then aggregated together to calculate the over-
all labeling confidence of all heuristic functions, which is
shown in Equation 4.
max
l∈Y ′
{
t∑
i=1
1(hi(x) = `)× Confi × hi(x)} (4)
In Equation 4 we have a threshold τ to decide if the con-
fidence is high enough. If the overall confidence is higher
than τ , the label is assigned; Otherwise, the data point is
added into the buffer B to wait for further checking.
4 RUNTIME SYSTEM DESIGN
We describe the runtime design for Flame in this section.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the runtime system. In gen-
eral, the runtime system includes three techniques: hardware
heterogeneity-aware kernel scheduling, concurrency control
to determine the number of threads to run a kernel on homo-
geneous CPU cores, and kernel division on heterogeneous
mobile processors. We describe them in details as follows.
4.1 Preliminary Performance Study
Flame decomposes major computation in the auto-labeling
process into kernels. A kernel can be a frequently invoked
function; A kernel can also be a computation intensive loop.
Table 1. A summary of computation kernels in Flame.
Kernels
Parallel or
Serial Time Description
Sample Processing Parallel 38.0% Process data samples with heuristic functions
Detect Change Parallel 18.0% Detect the occurrence of new labels
Test Ensemble Parallel 17.9% Test the ensemble of heuristic functions
Label Single Parallel 17.7% Label a single instance with heuristic functions
Warmup Processing Serial 6.4% Warmup and preparation of Flame
Others (20 in total) Parallel & Serial 2.0% Primitive math operations
Table 1 lists kernels in Flame. If a kernel has a parallel loop
and there is no dependence between iterations of the loop,
we name the kernel parallel kernel. Otherwise, we name the
kernel serial kernel and run it with only one CPU thread.
We profile execution times of those kernels using Cifar-10.
Table 1 shows the results. We observe that the top five
kernels consume more than 95% of the total execution time
in the auto-labeling process. We call the top five kernels
the time-consuming kernels; The other kernels are the small
kernels.
The auto-labeling process using Flame can involve a number
of iterative steps, typically hundreds or thousands of steps
(depending on how many data to be labeled). In each auto-
labeling step, a group of data is labeled. We refer a group
of data as a chunk. At the end of each step, there is a barrier
working as a synchronization point where detection of new
labels based on a chunk must be finished before Flame
processes the next chunk.
The execution time of some kernels highly depends on the
number of existing labels. The execution time of those ker-
nels is roughly in linear proportion to the number of existing
labels. All parallel kernels in Flame are those kernels. Fur-
thermore, for most of the serial kernels, their performance
is not related to the number of existing labels, because those
serial kernels are used to process input and output data
and initialize Flame. We leverage the above facts in our
analytical models Equations 5- 7 to optimize execution of
individual kernels.
4.2 Hardware Heterogeneity-aware Kernel
Scheduling
Kernel scheduling has big impact on kernel execution time.
To quantify the performance difference of different kernel
scheduling, Figure 3 shows the execution time of four fre-
quently used kernels (HF-A CS, HF-B CS, HF-C CS and
HF-D CS) running on fast CPU-only, fast and slow CPUs
(i.e., using all CPU cores), and GPU. In general, all kernels
have performance variance. There is up to 18% difference
between running HF-B CS on GPU and all CPU cores.
To decide where to run a kernel, we use the following three
policies. (1) The time-consuming parallel kernels use all
processing units (including both GPU and CPUs), because
those kernels are time-consuming and in the critical path. (2)
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Figure 3. Normalized execution time for four time-consuming ker-
nels on CPU and GPU. The execution time is normalized by that
measured on using fast CPU.
Small and serial kernels use fast CPU, because they cannot
benefit from high thread-level parallelism on GPU and can
be in the critical path. (3) If all fast CPU cores are busy, we
assign kernels to slow CPU cores.
The kernel scheduling can suffer from the straggler effect.
We describe it as follows. During the auto-labeling process,
there is a barrier at the end of each auto-labeling step. The
computation of all heuristic functions must finish at the
barrier, before the auto-labeling process moves on to the
next step. The computation of those heuristic functions
happens in parallel. If the computation of one heuristic
function finishes much later than the other ones, then we
may have idling processing units and hence lose system
throughput. Ideally, computation of all heuristic functions
should be finished at the same time.
To address the above problem, we schedule kernels based
on the following algorithm. In particular, we associate each
kernel with the ID of the heuristic function for which the
kernel computes. When the runtime system picks up ker-
nels to execute, the runtime follows a round-robin policy to
ensure that kernels from different heuristic functions have
the same opportunity to execute. Also, kernels with long
execution time are scheduled to execute first, in order to
shorten the critical path of execution, which is also helpful
to avoid the straggler effect.
4.3 Optimization of Intra-Kernel Parallelism
The execution time of a kernel is sensitive to the number of
threads to run it. This is especially true for small kernels
running on CPU. Figure 4 shows the execution time of
running four frequently invoked small kernels (HF-A DC,
HF-B DC, HF-C DC and HF-D DC) with different number
of threads.
4.3.1 Concurrency Control
Figure 4 shows that the kernels HF-A DC, HF-B DC and
HF-C DC achieve the best performance using only one
CPU thread, while HF-D DC achieves the best performance
using 3 CPU threads on fast CPU. The reason accounting for
the performance variance is because of thread management
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Figure 4. Normalized execution time for four frequently invoked
small kernels on fast CPU with different number of threads. The
execution time is normalized by that measured using one thread
on fast CPU.
Table 2. Model parameters for Equations 5, 6 and 7
Variable Description
Tser Serial execution time of processing one chunk when there is only one existing label
Nt Number of threads
Tper Computation time of using Nt threads
Ttm Thread management overhead for one thread
Nl Number of existing labels
P Proportion of the execution time in which thread-level parallelism can be employed
Tfast Execution time on fast CPU
Tslow Execution time on slow CPU
Tacc Execution time on accelerator (GPU)
T fastser Serial execution time on fast CPU to process one chunk when there is only one existing label
T slowser Serial execution time on slow CPU to process one chunk when there is only one existing label
T accexe Execution time on accelerator (GPU) to process one chunk when there is only one existing label
T accdatacpy Time for data copy between CPU and GPU
Wfast Percentage of workload assigned to fast CPU
Wslow Percentage of workload assigned to slow CPU
Wacc Percentage of workload assigned to accelerator (GPU)
Nfastt Number of threads to run on fast CPU
Nslowt Number of threads to run on slow CPU
overhead (e.g., thread spawning and binding to cores) and
cache thrashing due to multi-threading.
To determine the optimal number of threads to run a ker-
nel for best performance, we introduce an analytical model,
shown in Equations 5 and 6. Table 2 summarizes the nota-
tion for the equations.
Equation 5 calculates performance speedup of using multi-
ple threads to run a kernel. In Equation 5, Tser is the serial
execution time of processing one chunk and there is only
one existing label; Nt is the number of threads and Nl is the
number of labels; Tper is the parallel execution time with
Nt threads and Nl labels; Ttm is the thread management
overhead for one thread; P is the proportion of the execution
time in which thread-level parallelism can be employed.
In Equation 5, the numerator is the serial execution time
of processing Nl labels, where Tser ∗ (1− P ) corresponds
to the execution which is not sensitive to the number of
labels, and Tser ∗P ∗Nl corresponds to the execution which
is sensitive to the number of labels. The denominator of
Equation 5 is the parallel execution time, including thread
management overhead (Ttm ∗ Nt) and computation time
(Tper) of the parallel kernel.
Equation 6 calculates computation time of the parallel ker-
nel, including the serial time (Tser ∗ (1 − P )) that is not
sensitive to the number of labels and do not run in parallel,
and parallel computation time (TserNt ∗ P ∗Nl).
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Speedup =
Tser ∗ (1− P ) + Tser ∗ P ∗Nl
Ttm ∗Nt + Tper (5)
Tper = Tser ∗ (1− P ) + Tser
Nt
∗ P ∗Nl (6)
To determine the optimal number of threads to run a par-
allel kernel, we use the following method. Given a kernel,
Tser, Ttm and P are measured offline. Nl can be known at
runtime. We enumerate various number of threads and use
Equations 5 and 6 to find the optimal number of threads that
lead to the largest speedup.
4.3.2 Heterogeneity-Aware Kernel Division
When running a time-consuming parallel kernel on hetero-
geneous mobile processors, we must ensure load balance
between computing units (GPU, slow CPU and fast CPU).
We introduce an analytical model to decide how to divide
the computation of a kernel between different computing
units (i.e., kernel division) for load balance. The kernel
division is implemented by assigning iterations of the loop
in a parallel kernel to different computing units. Equation 7
shows the model.
Equation 7 is an extension to Equation 6 which is for ho-
mogeneous CPU. Equation 7 considers the difference of
computation ability in heterogeneous processors. Given a
time-consuming parallel kernel, Equation 7 partitions the
workload to run on fast CPU (Tfast ∗Wfast), slow CPU
(Tslow ∗Wslow) and GPU (Tacc ∗Wacc). Equation 7 also
considers the computation that is not sensitive to the num-
ber of labels (Tser ∗ (1 − P )) and the computation that is
sensitive to the number of labels.
In Equation 7, given a kernel, Tser, T fastser , T
slow
ser , T
acc
exe ,
T accdatacpy, Tfast, Tslow and P can be measured offline. Nl
can be known at runtime. To determine the optimal kernel
division, we enumerate the possible values ofNfastt ,N
slow
t ,
Wfast, Wslow, and Wacc, and use Equations 7 and 5 to find
the optimal kernel division that leads to the largest speedup.
Tper = Tfast ∗Wfast + Tslow ∗Wslow + Tacc ∗Wacc
= Tser ∗ (1− P ) + P ∗Nl ∗ (T
fast
ser ∗Wfast
Nfastt
+
T slowser ∗Wslow
Nslowt
+ (T accexe + T
acc
datacpy) ∗Wacc) (7)
5 IMPLEMENTATION
We implement Flame using C++ with Native Development
Kit (NDK) on Android 9.0 and evaluate the system on Sam-
Table 3. Description of datasets.
Type Data Set # of features NL NU # of labels
Image Cifar10 3072 476 4524 10
Image MNIST 784 512 4488 10
Image Kuzushiji 4096 432 4568 10
Image EMNIST 3072 784 4216 10
Detection SVHN 3072 500 4500 10
Detection Labelme 3072 64 573 8
Recognition SCI 4096 200 1984 7
Recognition GTSRB 62500 500 4500 40
sung S9 with Snapdragon 845 SoC. Our implementation
includes 3135 lines of code in total. In our mobile plat-
form, we have three types of mobile processors, which are
GPU, fast CPU and slow CPU. We implement a scheduler
to schedule kernels and divide the computation within a
parallel kernel over the three types of mobile processors. To
run a kernel on a specific type of CPU, we use the thread
affinity API. To execute the kernel on GPU, we maintain
a CPU thread to execute an OpenCL version of the kernel.
To execute a parallel kernel, we examine the availability
of CPU cores and GPU at runtime and then employ the
performance models discussed in Section 4.3 to obtain the
optimal concurrency and workload division.
6 EVALUATION
We evaluate Flame from the perspectives of labeling quality
and execution time on heterogeneous mobile processors.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We use eight datasets to evaluate Flame. Table 3
summarizes those datasets. Those datasets are commonly
used for object detection or recognition, which are common
applications in mobile devices.
Flame can detect unknown new labels, when new data are
dynamically generated in a mobile device. To evaluate
this ability of Flame, we use the following method. For
each dataset, we choose 20% of labels as known, and the
rest of labels as unknown. The rest of labels needs to be
detected by Flame. We choose a subset of data DL from
each dataset. The data subset has known labels, and is used
to build heuristic functions at the beginning of auto-labeling.
Excluding DL, the rest of dataset (DU ) is used to simulate
the scenario where new data is incrementally generated for
auto-labeling. The ratio between DL and DU is 0.1.
We use six heuristic functions, each of which contains 40
prototypes. The dynamically generated data is fed into
Flame in the granularity of chunk. A chunk includes 20 data
samples. The labeling confidence threshold τ is set as 0.7.
Mobile device configuration. We evaluate Flame on a
Samsung S9 smartphone. This device is equipped with
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Figure 5. Sensitivity study on how the parameter setting impacts execution time and labeling accuracy.
Snapdragon 845 SoC and Android 9.0 Pie OS. In Snap-
dragon 845 SoC, there is a mobile GPU, Adreno 630. We
program it with OpenCL 2.0 (Khronos).
Evaluation metrics. We use the following metrics to eval-
uate the system’s labeling results.
Accuracy% : Nnew+NexistN , where Nnew is total number of
data with new labels correctly labeled, Nexist is the number
of data with existing labels identified correctly, and N is
total number of data labeled by the system.
Let FP represent the total data that should be assigned with
existing labels but is mislabeled with new labels (i.e., pre-
viously unknown labels); Let FN represent the total data
that should be assigned with new labels but is mislabeled
with existing labels; Let Nl the total number of data as-
signed with new labels. To evaluate labeling results, besides
Accuracy%, we use another three metrics based on FP ,
FN , and Nl.
Mnew: Percentage of data that should be assigned with new
labels but is mislabeled with existing labels, i.e. FN∗100Nl .
Fnew: Percentage of data that should be assigned with ex-
isting labels but is mislabeled with new labels, i.e. FP∗100N−Nl .
Fβ : This metric quantifies the overall labeling quality of
the system by considering both precision and recall. Fβ
is defined as Fβ =
(1+β2)∗TP
(1+β2)∗TP+β2∗FN+FP , where TP is
the total number of data that should be assigned with new
labels and assigned correctly. In this paper, we use β = 2,
which gives F2 = 5∗TP5∗TP+4∗FN+FP .
6.2 Evaluation Results
Labeling results. Table 4 shows the results, evaluated with
the eight datasets based on the four different evaluation
metrics. In general, Flame provides good labeling quality,
This labeling quality is comparable to that in the existing
work (Varma & Re´, 2018b; Ratner et al., 2017).
The labeling quality on MNIST is the best: Accuracy% =
87.42 and F2 = 0.89. They are the highest among all
datasets. This is because the image characteristics with
Table 4. Summary of labeling results.
Data Set Accuracy% Mnew Fnew F2
Cifar10 72.45 26.57 9.27 0.76
MNIST 87.42 11.08 12.76 0.89
Kuzushiji 82.85 17.30 5.92 0.85
EMNIST 78.14 16.98 22.02 0.84
SVHN 71.59 37.84 5.92 0.73
Labelme 83.72 18.05 6.63 0.84
SCI 74.76 26.88 4.47 0.77
GTSRB 68.53 31.66 8.67 0.72
different labels in MNIST are quite dissimilar, making
the work of auto-labeling easier. However, for the GT-
SRB dataset, Flame has a relatively low labeling quality
(Accuracy% = 68.53). This is because the data in this
dataset comes from 40 different classes and using our sim-
ulation method to simulate unknown labels, we have 32
unknown labels. Such a large number of unknown labels
can influence the labeling quality. For Mnew, the results
of this metric show that Flame has a good ability to detect
new labels as dataset dynamically increases, especially for
the dataset related with image classification. This is due to
the effectiveness of the self-adaptation mechanism in Flame,
which is superior to other auto-labeling methods that can
only work for a fixed size of datasets. Besides the superior
ability to detect new labels, Flame also maintains a high
labeling quality for the data that should be assigned with
the existing labels. This fact is supported by the results of
Fnew, where Fnew can be as small as 4.47.
Parameter sensitivity. We evaluate how execution time
and labeling accuracy (Accuracy%) vary, as we use dif-
ferent system configurations (particularly the number of
heuristic functions, the confidence score threshold τ , chunk
size, and the number of prototypes in a heuristic function).
Figure 5 shows the results.
Figure 5.a shows that the accuracy increases as the number
of heuristic functions increases but is smaller than 10. How-
ever, the accuracy drops down when the number of heuristic
functions is larger than 10. This is because too many heuris-
tic functions cause an overfitting problem. Furthermore,
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Figure 6. Execution time and performance speedup for eight datasets with six strategies. ST.1 : serial execution with only one fast CPU
core with a FIFO scheduling strategy; ST.2: parallel execution using CPUs (fast and slow CPU cores) with the FIFO scheduling strategy;
ST.3: parallel execution using CPUs and GPU with the FIFO scheduling strategy; ST.4: parallel execution using CPUs and GPU with
optimization on kernel scheduling but not on concurrency control and heterogeneity-aware kernel division; ST.5: parallel execution using
CPUs and GPU with the FIFO scheduling strategy and heterogeneity-aware kernel division; ST.6: parallel execution using all techniques
including kernel scheduling, concurrency control and heterogeneity-aware kernel division. We use the first strategy as the baseline for
comparison.
the execution time consistently increases as the number of
heuristic functions increases. This is expected, because the
execution time of Flame is related to the number of heuristic
functions.
Figure 5.b shows that the accuracy increases as the confi-
dence score threshold increases. However, the execution
time dramatically increases after the confidence score thresh-
old is larger than 0.7. Hence, we use τ = 0.7 in Flame.
Figure 5.c shows that the accuracy increases as the chunk
size increases. This is because as the chunk size increases,
the diversity of the data within the chunk also increases. The
high data diversity influences the labeling quality. However,
if the chunk size is larger than 20, increasing the chunk size
is not helpful to improve the accuracy. Also, the execution
time increases a lot as the chunk size is larger than 20.
Hence, we choose 20 as the chunk size in Flame.
Figure 5.d shows that the accuracy increases as the number
of prototypes in a heuristic function increases. But if the
number of prototypes is larger than 40, increasing the num-
ber of prototypes is not helpful for increasing accuracy. This
is because too many prototypes in a heuristic function may
cause an overfitting problem for labeling results. Hence, we
choose 40 as the number of prototypes in Flame.
Execution time. Figure 6 presents the execution time of
labeling 5000 data samples over eight datasets. We use
six execution strategies to evaluate the effectiveness of
Flame. These strategies are (1) serial execution with only
one fast CPU core with a FIFO scheduling strategy; (2)
parallel execution using CPUs (fast and slow CPU cores)
with the FIFO scheduling strategy; (3) parallel execution
using CPUs and GPU with the FIFO scheduling strategy; (4)
parallel execution using CPUs and GPU with optimization
on kernel scheduling but not on concurrency control and
heterogeneity-aware kernel division; (5) parallel execution
using CPUs and GPU with the FIFO scheduling strategy and
heterogeneity-aware kernel division; (6) parallel execution
using all techniques including kernel scheduling, concur-
rency control and heterogeneity-aware kernel division. We
use the first strategy as the baseline for comparison.
Figure 6 shows 3.6x, 6.9x, 9.2x, 9.6x and 11.6x performance
improvement on average after applying strategies 2-6 respec-
tively. Flame (Strategy 6) leads to be largest performance
improvement. Using Strategy 2, each kernel is executed by
leveraging multiple CPU cores, leading to 3.6x performance
improvement. However, GPU is idling. In Strategy 3, both
CPUs and GPU are utilized. As a result, the performance
speedup is increased to 6.9x. However, the kernel schedul-
ing (FIFO) is not efficient. Strategy 4 improves the kernel
scheduling by considering hardware heterogeneity. The per-
formance speedup is increased from 6.9x to 9.2x. Strategy
5 does not uses the kernel scheduling in Flame, but uses the
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Figure 7. Energy consumption of Flame using eight datasets and
six strategies.
heterogeneity-aware kernel division. This optimization also
leads to big performance improvement (9.6x). But Strategy
6 after using all techniques lead to the largest performance
improvement.
Energy consumption. Figure 7 shows the energy consump-
tion of six strategies. The energy consumption reported in
Figure 7 is normalized by the energy consumption of Strat-
egy 1. Figure 7 shows that energy consumption of Strategies
2-6 is 55%, 67%, 52%, 51% and 40% of that of Strategy
1, respectively. Flame (Strategy 6) uses the least energy.
Having low energy consumption is important for mobile
devices to extend its lifetime. Low energy consumption of
Flame comes from its high performance, i.e., labeling data
within the shortest time among all strategies.
7 RELATED WORK
Automatic labeling. We provide an overview of automatic
labeling methods, which label data automatically based
on generated heuristic functions using both labeled and
unlabeled data.
The main challenge for auto-labeling is to build proper
heuristic functions that can cover almost all data in the
dataset (Wang & Rudin, 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Varma
& Re´, 2018a; Varma et al., 2017; Ratner et al., 2016; Bach
et al., 2017). Heuristic functions with high quality are usu-
ally difficult to acquire and can be highly application spe-
cific. Sometimes domain experts are even needed for auto-
labeling. In (Varma & Re´, 2018a), Varma et. al propose a
method that uses machine learning models to build heuristic
functions under weak supervision. Other work (Hastie et al.,
2009; Weiss et al., 2016; Ratner et al., 2017) uses distant
supervision (Hastie et al., 2009; Weiss et al., 2016), in which
the training sets are generated with the help of external re-
sources, such as knowledge bases. This kind of method
called crowdsource has been intensively studied (Li, 2017;
Chai et al., 2016; Khan & Garcia-Molina, 2016; Verroios
et al., 2017; Das et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2012), and has
been applied in many fields, such as task generation (Wang
et al., 2012), image labeling (Ratner et al., 2017; Varma &
Re´, 2018a) and task selection (Verroios et al., 2017).
Some approaches are recently proposed for noisy or weak
heuristic functions (Sheng et al., 2008; Ratner et al., 2017).
Those approaches demonstrate the use of proper strategies
to boost the overall quality of labeling by ensemble heuristic
functions (Bach et al., 2017). Our work is different from
those approaches. The existing approaches focus on static
datasets with fixed size and pre-determined number of labels,
and datasets are deployed on a server. Our work focuses on
the dynamically increased datasets on mobile devices. Our
work has the capability to identify new labels that are never
seen before. We also leverage processor heterogeneity in
mobile devices to run the auto-labeling workload. Hence,
our work not only labels dataset with high quality, but also
is specific for mobile devices.
Optimization of machine learning on mobile devices.
There are many existing efforts that optimize machine learn-
ing models on mobile devices, including dynamic resource
scheduling (Georgiev et al., 2016; LiKamWa & Zhong,
2015; Lane et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2019a; Ogden & Guo,
2018), computation pruning (Gordon et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2018), model partitioning (Kang et al., 2017; Lane et al.,
2016), model compression (Fang et al., 2018; Liu et al.,
2018), coordination with cloud servers (Georgiev et al.,
2016; Kang et al., 2017) and memory management (Fang
et al., 2018; LiKamWa & Zhong, 2015). In particular,
DeepX (Lane et al., 2016) proposes a number of resource
scheduling algorithms to decompose DNNs into different
sub-tasks on mobile devices. LEO (Georgiev et al., 2016)
introduces a power-priority resource scheduler to maximize
energy efficiency. NestDNN (Fang et al., 2018) compresses
and prunes models based on the available hardware resource
on mobile devices. Our work is different from those efforts,
in that we introduce an efficient hardware heterogeneity-
aware kernel scheduling and focus on optimization of intra-
kernel parallelism to achieve high performance and energy
consumption.
8 CONCLUSIONS
Auto-labeling on mobile devices is critical to enable suc-
cessful ML training on mobile devices for many large ML
models. However, it is challenging to enable auto-labeling
on mobile devices, because of unique data characteristics
on mobile devices and heterogeneity of mobile processors.
In this paper, we introduce the first auto-labeling system
named Flame to address the above problem. Flame includes
an auto-labeling algorithm to detect new unknown labels
from non-stationary data; It also includes a runtime sys-
tem that efficiently schedules and executes auto-labeling
workloads on heterogeneous mobile processors. Evaluating
with eight datasets, we demonstrate that Flame enables auto-
labeling with high labeling accuracy and high performance.
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